Outline for informative speech

General purpose: To inform

Specific purpose: To inform the best places to visit Tokyo for sightseeing.

Thesis statement: There are three main things to do in Tokyo such as to see its pop culture, to eat traditional foods, and to get touch with electronic technologies. I have suggested places for these three main things to do.

I. Introduction: 13,187,461 is the number of the people who love is Tokyo. As this number shows, Tokyo is the one of the biggest city in Asia. As it is my hometown, I would like you to get a little idea for what you can do when you go visit Tokyo.(attention getter)

II. The place to see Tokyo’s pop culture
   a. Shibuya, the “Times square” of Tokyo

   b. What unique about this place.

III. The place to eat Japanese traditional food
   a. The Japanese fish market called “tsukizi”

   b. The morning sale
      i. Cole Friedlander, My friend who visited Tokyo with me last year.

IV. The technology town
   a. Tokyo’s electronic city called “Akihabara”

   b. The reason why the tourists go to visit Akihabara.
      i. For those of you that you think you are the “computer Geek”
      ii. If you are the biggest fan of Japanese Anime, Akihabara is for you.

V. Conclusion: I hope my speech helped you to get an idea for the place to go to see Tokyo’s pop culture, to get something to eat Japanese traditional food, and to get touch with some electronic devices. (summary statement)
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